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HIGH GLOSS FINISH 

CHARACTERISTICS 

HIGH GLOSS FINISH is a silicone-free polishing cream consisting of precious 
waxes that removes dull and weathered spots on plastic surfaces. The colour is 
refreshed. The treated surfaces are sustainably protected against soiling, loss of 
gloss and fading by a durable wax film.  

APPLICATION 

Polishing cream for weathered and matt surfaces with protective film effect. Suitable 
for GRP boats, plastic surfaces and chrome-plated surfaces. 

PRODUCT DATA 

Packing:  
Colour: 
Specific weight: 

200g, 500 g 
White   
1.0 kg/l 

PROCESSING 

HIGH GLOSS FINISH is applied with a soft cloth or cotton wool and the surface is 
thoroughly polished with circular movements and light pressure. The cream residues 
are removed with polishing cotton wool and the surface is brought to a high gloss. 
Repeat this process if necessary. HIGH GLOSS FINISH can also be applied 
mechanically with a slow-running buffing wheel (max. 2000 rpm at 13 cm plate 
diameter) or LAMBSWOOL POLISHING PAD. Change the position continuously so 
that the surface does not become too warm. 

HIGH GLOSS FINISH is silicone-free, so that subsequent coating systems are not 
affected. However, we generally recommend cleaning the surfaces with suitable 
degreasers and cleaning agents before repainting.   
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PRECAUTIONARY MEASUREMENTS 

For information on handling and disposal of the products, please refer to the valid 
safety data sheet and the relevant leaflets of the Employer's Liability Insurance 
Association of the Chemical Industry. The above information, in particular the 
suggestions for the processing and use of our products, are based on our knowledge 
and experience under normal circumstances. Due to the different materials, 
substrates and deviating working conditions, a guarantee of a work result or liability, 
from whatever legal relationship, can neither be justified from these instructions nor 
from verbal advice, unless we are charged with intent or gross negligence in this 
respect. In this respect, the user must prove that he has provided us in writing with all 
the knowledge required for a proper and promising assessment in good time and in 
full. Industrial property rights of third parties must be observed. In all other respects, 
our respective terms and conditions of sale and delivery shall apply. The latest 
technical data sheet, which should be requested from us, shall apply.  
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